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KPMG SA as an existing GL Wand customer was invited to talk about their experiences with 

GL Wand on Oracle Financials 11i at the Excel4apps (Pty) Ltd breakfast sales event entitled 

– “Empowering Oracle Financial departments with GL Wand” on 10 February 2006. More 

about the event. Details.  

Gary Jones was nominated by KPMG to speak about their GL Wand experience and present 

an unbiased view of the product.  

Gary is an Oracle Financials user with 7 years Oracle Financials experience. KPMG SA were 

running GL Wand 2.58 on Oracle 11.5.10 at the time of this event and have since began 

upgrading to GL Wand 3.x.  

There were 65 people and 18 Oracle Applications customers represented at the event. Gary ‟s 

presentation followed the live GL Wand demo‟s done by Shaun Pendrigh from Excel4apps 

(Pty) Ltd.  

Disclaimer - Opinions, conclusions and other information herein do not relate to the official 

business of KPMG and shall be understood as neither given nor endorsed by it.  
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Gary Jones: Okay…I guess being a Financials User for the past 7 years or so…I have 

personally probably faced a lot of challenges that a lot of you have in the room and likewise 

KPMG have faced.  

We do make extensive use of PowerPoint and Excel for reporting purposes simply because of 

their presentation value and the fact that you are able to add graphs and use some of the more 

complicated formulas.  



 

So like most people we were typing some of our reports into spreadsheets. Now clearly that is 

error prone because we draw the financials from Oracle…we could have typing errors.  

„Text to columns‟ is always a time consuming task and you always run the risk of cutting 

numbers in half…it all depends on how your FSG‟s or standard reports are formatted.  

Concurrent managers….I am sure that you all know that if you get them at the wrong time of 

the day or the wrong time of the month you can wait some time for your reports to finish.  

Also some of the issues we have with the standard Oracle FSG‟s page width limitations, also 

sometimes difficult to format them in your Financial Statement Generator module, whereas 

with this (GL Wand) we can get it in Excel with as many columns as we want going across 

and it‟s a lot easier to format in terms of what data fits on how many pages etc.  

Variance analysis: We often use that drill down functionality (in GL Wand) which is 

obviously a lot easier if you have your variance in front of you than logging into Oracle and 

going to the online enquiry screen.  

Some of the large reports that we produce, one of them being our weekly revenue and fee 

analysis… this can be very time consuming depending on how many cost centres and 

business units you have if you are copy and pasting or retyping back into Excel.  

Adhoc reporting: Quite often we will be asked for a trend analysis or costs of a particular 

account spreading over a certain amount of time….it is a lot quicker to do things like that 



with the GL Wand as opposed to drawing full income statement or 12 full income statements 

and retyping them back or a few of the items back into Excel again.  

The use of Excel runs the risk of having ten different formatted income statements running 

around the business or dashboards or financial reports…so using Shaun‟s example of locking 

those reports up to create a standard report will ensure they are all the same.  

 

Okay just a little bit on the (GL Wand) implementation. We had Thinus, Shaun and Michele 

around in one of our conference rooms some time in the end of last year (August 2005).  

We had our 10 or 12 users sitting around the table with laptops. Shaun went around and did 

the install on each machine which was pretty quick. At the same time Thinus gave a very 

quick presentation, similar to what Shaun has shown here. So the training and installation 

was fairly quick…a matter of a morning.  

It is important to note however that the time length of the training will depend on Excel 

expertise of your users. One thing that I have personally found is that if you don‟t know how 

to use things like absolute columns and absolute rows you will need some training on that 

prior to GL Wand training.  

The decision to buy (GL Wand) was predominantly based around the ease of access to 

information. As I said we do make use of PowerPoint and Excel for some of our 

management reporting and this is just an easy way to access that data.  



 

Current Uses: We have set up our standard income statements in GL Wand. It has not 

necessarily replaced our (FSG) income statement, we still do use that FSG report, but we can 

do a lot more analysis on those income statements (GL Wand ones) like % etc if that is what 

is required.  

Our weekly revenue and fee analysis …this is something that used to be quite time 

consuming and is now drawn in a matter of 2 minutes.  

Our ad hoc management reports as I explained earlier.  

Our management committee reports…you will notice that I have „limited‟ in brackets that is 

mainly due to the fact that we report these items in PowerPoint and I believe that there is 

functionality in PowerPoint and Excel to embed Excel sheets into PowerPoint so we are 

looking at that at the moment to see if we can extract data from Oracle into PowerPoint. 

..Theoretically it is possible but we are looking at it.  

Our Dashboards, again I say limited …not in terms of the amount of data that we are 

extracting…but in terms of the standardisation of those…we are working at the process of 

standardising our dashboards.  

Variance analysis…this is largely due to the drill down functionality.  

Our inter unit cost allocations, now that would be within a particular line of business and I 

guess since drawing up these slides (I found) we are using them for company wide cost 

allocations as well.  



Our General ledger recons, again the (GL Wand) drill down functionality…the ability to 

extract the balance directly into your recon and make sure that you have the right date entered 

at the top.  

And also some of the (GL Wand) chart of account features that we are using quite extensively 

…generally this was limited to users that had setup responsibilities for the general ledger. 

Now within Excel (GL Wand) you can go and have a look at what range of accounts roll up 

into a parent or which accounts are enabled / disabled etc directly from your desktop without 

having to have that setup responsibility.  

Quick lookup, this is used fairly extensively as well. Like Shaun was saying if someone asks 

you what the balance is on that account or the depreciation cost for last month it (GL Wand) 

is a very quick and easy way to go and have a look at what the balances were on those 

accounts.  

That‟s a kind of a standard Income statement that we are using. You will notice that the 

account numbers are running down the left hand side of the page and we have actually got the 

„Get Description‟ formula listed in each of the cells next to it…so if there is a change in the 

name of an account it will update automatically.  

So all you need to do it setup you income statement with account numbers. We have added a 

couple of things using standard Excel functionality like a parameters input sheet so there you 

can choose your current month, current year etc and click okay and it will then go and update.  

You can then go and link for example a summary income statement to those lines…the 

summary income statement does not have to be accessing Oracle…it is accessing some of the 

detailed information in that sheet (which is in turn accessing Oracle via GL Wand).  

Then just an example of a dashboard….I have changed the numbers …so don‟t think that 

those are our revenue numbers…again a drop down (list) with the periods….you can change 

it from YTD to PTD value…what we have done here is take sheets in the background an 

hidden them…those sheets have extracted all of the information.  

With this dashboard, you can go and look at previous month‟s data just by using this drop 

down functionality. Again Shaun was explaining the use of graphs etc and I think it is 

important to note that GL Wand is accessing GL data …so in some of these reports there is a 

certain amount of manual inputting that needs to go on …so things like our productivity, head 

count information (non GL data) needs to be entered …so those were just some small 

examples of the reports we have been using.  



 

How has it benefited us? Time…in terms of time taken to create the management reports (it 

has benefited us). Accuracy has improved somewhat.  

Standardisation is something that we are continuously working on.  

Integration… the ability to use all functionality within Oracle and Excel has helped us 

tremendously.  

The drill done capability is also an added bonus.  

Things that you need to be aware of when using the product.  

Investment in time…it will take time depending on how new you are to GL Wand in creating 

those reports, setting them up and playing with the product to see what is available.  

Control Totals…as with any Excel spreadsheet, it is important to put control totals at the 

bottom of each of your sheets, because within your Get Balance …formula you may have a 

row of Get balance formulas all looking at the same period… one balance looking at a 

different period.. You are at risk of putting in an incorrect formula as you would be with 

Excel.  

One of the functionalities of Oracle‟s FSG‟s is the expand Functionality where you can 

specify a range of costs centres, Business Units or accounts and FSG will automatically 

populate any of those that have balances in them. You may loose out on that if you use it 

extensively…and as I mentioned before, the access is limited to GL data only  



That‟s pretty much a wrap of the challenges we were facing before the implementation and 

during…and just a quick look at some of the things we are thinking of using the GL Wand 

for.  

 

Our month end audit or exception reports …so if you know for example that you have 

business units that were closed or cost centres that were closed that shouldn‟t have any 

balances in them …you can set up a standard report that you run during the month end close 

just to highlight any exceptions to make sure that no balances have been posted to 

them…also to make sure that the cost allocations balance on each side…those are the kind of 

things that we think of.  

Budgeting and forecasting. We started using this in our last budget run. This will be enhanced 

on in our next budget run. You can look at thinks like run-rates in the past…trends etc.  

Standardisation…we are trying to get these dashboards and management committee reports 

standardised across the firm and as I said earlier since publishing (the slides) we are using 

this (GL Wand) for company wide cost allocations… and that‟s a wrap.  

My contact details in case…  

[Please contact excel4apps if you wish to correspond with Gary].  

 


